74	ENGLISH POLITICAL THEORY
As   a   conservative   pamphleteer   Burke's   eminence
cannot be disputed ;   if his outlook on contemporary
events was the distorted stare of a man near to madness
he had at least the virtues of his vices.    His eye in a
fine frenzy rolls, and English rhetoric is richer for his
onslaught against Rousseau.    But is English political
theory equally enriched ?    The point has been much
canvassed  and  the   answers  have   been  coloured  by
personal proclivities and party bias.    Now the value of
the  historical  and  comparative  treatment of politics
cannot   be   reasonably   disputed.    The   Divine   Right
controversy had been fought out by text and counter-
text, by assumption and counter-assumption, and by
much unreal speculation about a contract which was
certainly  a  myth   and  possibly  a  misleading  myth.
What Burke rightly emphasized was the necessity of
legislating   according   to   the   grain   of   society.    This
truth has  been  borne  out by all  the   revolutions of
history.    It is not feasible to snatch up a new ideology
and   to   force   society   into   the   new   philosophy   as
into some Procrustean bed.    The Russian Bolsheviks
attempted in their daringly doctrinaire way to force
communism upon a peasantry which had reached the
idea of peasant proprietorship;   a policy which was
adaptable to the towns broke down hopelessly in the
country, not merely for economic reasons, but because
the idealists  were  working against  the  grain  of the
emancipated peasantry.    In the same way revolution-
aries who talk of  * socializing '  all forms of activity
down to the smallest and seemingly most private matters
make   the  fatal  mistake   of  ignoring   the   individual
element   in   human   nature.    Institutions,    after   all,
are made for man, not man for institutions, and in
framing our institutions we must  consider  * what  a
piece of work is man '.    Only a fool, drunk with  the

